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Since its founding in 1976, the non-profit Habitat for Humanity International has built more than

255,000 houses for more than one million people and families in need world wide. First published in

2002, Habitat for Humanity How to Build a House has helped thousands more build simple,

energy-efficient homes of their own by helping guide them from foundation to roof, through all

interior finishes and fixtures. Written by long-time carpenter and Habitat volunteer, Larry Haun, this

extensive revision features up-to-date information on residential codes, construction methods, and

materials -- as well as an updated design inside and out. Haun also provides new sections on tools,

siding, ventilation, and landscaping. With clear information on everything from obtaining a site and

permit to finishing touches like installing door locks and cabinets, this is the best single-volume

resource for the beginning homebuilder.
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The world-famous volunteer organization Habitat for Humanity now offers its best nuts-and-bolts

expertise in an easy-to-follow home construction handbook. Whether the reader contemplates

building his or her own house or plans on volunteering to build for others, Habitat for Humanity: How

to Build a House delivers on the promise of its title. Step-by-step instructions by author and veteran

crew supervisor Larry Haun are provided in plain, simple English, with lots of encouragement and

no condescension to beginners. Practically every page contains an extra "helping hand" tip on



materials, tools, building codes, or safety precautions. In hundreds of color photographs and

black-and-white line drawings, the book follows the construction of a single house--from choosing its

location to the final step of installing its exterior door locks. Reassuring personal stories from Habitat

volunteers are scattered throughout, along with confidence-inspiring promises from the author such

as "building a simple house is not a mystery."  Millard Fuller, founder of Habitat, has written a

foreword to this book, and a percentage of the book's proceeds will be donated to the organization

to help build more homes. Habitat for Humanity, founded in 1976, has built more than 100,000

affordable houses throughout the world. --Judy Fireman --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

Habitat for Humanity (HFH) has a great reputation for helping poor people build affordable housing;

over the last 25 years, it has built over 100,000 homes worldwide (it is the 15th-largest home builder

in the country). The beauty of their system is that the home isn't a giveaway; homeowners must

work on their home and the homes of others and must pay for their house themselves. HFH simply

offers them the necessary assistance. Haun, a carpenter and Habitat volunteer, shows how to build

a solid house from the ground up. As might be expected, the methods used by HFH result in a

decent, affordable, no-frills home-there are no mini-mansions here. The highly readable text covers

a HFH project in Charlotte, NC, from start to finish, including site acquisition and preparation, tools

needed, foundations, framing, roofing, windows, interior finishing, household systems, and

landscaping. The detailed instructions are enhanced by clear illustrations and photos. This is an

excellent guide to home construction with the added bonus that it offers recognition to a great

organization. Recommended for all public libraries. Copyright 2002 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Written in layman's terms by a master carpenter for the do-it-yourselfer. This book doesn't cover

electrical and plumbing but covers everything else pertaining to a basic wood framed house and is

well worth the price. It covers tools, foundations, floors, walls, roof, windows, doors, siding, exterior

trim, basic porches, decks, landings, sealing, insulating, ventilating, drywall, painting, basic interior

trim, cabinets, counter-tops, closets, locks, smoke detectors and landscaping. The author Larry

Haun passed away a few years ago but there are still some outstanding instructional videos that he

did on youtube.

One of the best books on construction I have come across. Designed for the novice builder, thus the



relation to Habitat for Humanity. First one got water damaged and was unusable, so a 2nd buy on

this one.

The standard for basic house building. Supports simple decent housing with sufficient detail for that.

Other publications serve higher end construction. I know companies that use this book to train their

staff and crews.

I'd have given 4 1/2 stars if I could. I've built part of my tiny home using mostly this book. It was the

best book (by far) I found for a novice builder. I think it would also be great for anyone wanting to

know the basics of building- a habitat volunteer or budding carpenter/ apprentice. It's easy to read

and It seems quite thorough for basic building but not so comprehensive that it's overwhelming- just

right in my opinion. Its conciseness and readability means that there are compromises made in

detail that limit it's application to basic practices. I've found (the hard way) that building even a tiny

house is complex and there are often different ways to do things and it can be hard to know what's

best. Often this book will explain the differences but sometimes (again for brevity) not so much. For

one example, I found a window flashing method that I like better than Haun's in The Visual

Handbook of Building and Remodeling, by Charlie Wing (another good companion to Haun's book

as is: Working Alone, by John Carroll). For the most part though, this book is an invaluable

resource. Ideally, use this book along with one or more others (such as the others I referenced) and,

if you're lucky, enlist the aid of a trustworthy builder for consultation when questions or problems

arise. I needed all of these for building my house but this book has been the most valuable and

trusted part of the "team". Haun also has some youtube how tos and another book or two that are

helpful.

Great book.

This soft-covered manual provides a remarkably concise overview of the elements of home building

from A to Z. I have been a weekly construction volunteer with Habitat for 5 1/2 years, so this book is

particularly appropriate and useful. Don't expect any coverage of plumbing or electrical work, but the

remaining trades are very well done. Foundations, floor systems, walls and roofs are all covered,

explained well, and accompanied by good pictures. For non-Habitat purposes, there are ample

applications that can benefit from this book. These would include shed construction, decks, door

and sindow installations, etc. There are many other books that deal directly with projects such as



decks, but this text is definitely helpful as an overview of home construction.

What expected

I am learning how to build but, hope have more detail.
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